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 Introduction
 Summary
The final version of the Planning and Reasoning Architecture presents architecture solution
for the SINTEF co-worker robot, working in a gas and oil plant as an autonomous remote inspector (R5-COP D11.10). The report introduces the problem, discusses the requirements,
and proposes a high level modular architecture, discussing shortly the function of particular
modules.

 Purpose of document
The aim of the final version of the Planning and Reasoning Architecture is to show how the
general considerations about the role of planning and reasoning in the autonomous robots,
discussed in the first version of this deliverable (R5-COP D26.11) can be applied to design
an architecture when the research is focused on a particular robotic problem. The chosen
pilot problem is analysed for the functional hints and architecture is proposed bridging high
level requirements to the low level ROS package capabilities.
The chosen pilot problem is an involved and complex planning problem. It is a single demonstrator case where essential part of the task is not to navigate the robot around and make
continuous visual or range observations, but actually to become stationary, to orient itself
and to use a wide assortment of non-visual, non-range finding sensory equipment to observe
the state of the objects in the environment.
The planning for the stationary non-visual sensing is quite different from the
map/marker/waypoint planning of the optimal trajectory in the metric or in the configuration
space. Such planning involves hierarchy of (measurement) functions, repetitive measurement actions, dependence of the subsequent measurements on the results of the previous
ones, and the option of the frequent consultation with the operator.
The primary challenge in putting together the planning and reasoning architecture for such
problem is to assure that plan fragments of different character are integrated seamlessly and
can be executed efficiently. Such architecture is proposed, discussed in detail, together with
alternative options and yet to solve open problems.

 Partners involved
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 The application domain - Co-worker robot for industrial
inspection
After the general review of the literature on planning in robotics in D26.11, a particular class
of robotic systems addressed in the project was chosen to make the architecture design
more specific and embedded in a concrete application context (R5-COP D26.11).
Among the possible candidates deployed by the R5-COP demonstrators an industrial coworker robotic system was chosen, represented by the gas-and-oil inspecting co-worker robot of SINTEF Company (WP41 Co-worker)1. The rationale of such choice was that an efficient and effective maintenance in high risk enterprises, as e.g. the oil and gas facilities, possesses many challenging characteristics, like managing extensive production facilities and
huge number of control points, using multiple inspection technologies, in hazardous working
conditions, all of these making the planning for the co-worker which autonomously executes
inspection tasks in extensive industrial plants a challenging problem.
Industrial inspection problems (Inspection, Maintenance and Repair – IMR) may involve various configurations of the inspecting service robots, like:
(1) Ground robots making inspections over dirt roads and an open country site (e.g. inspecting solar power plants (Kim 2011, Maurtuaa 2014, Habib 2014)),
(2) Ground robots inspecting structured facilities along established concrete access roads
(e.g. onshore gas-and-oil facilities (Soldan 2012, Barber 2015, Steele 2014, Shukla 2016a)),
(3) Mobile (ground) robots inspecting facilities over a 3D maze of gangs (offshore oil platforms (Chen 2014ab, de Carvalho 2013, Shukla 2016b)),
(4) Wall climbing robots inspecting the 3D structures (Leon-Rodriguez 2013, Maurtuaa
2014)),
(5) UAV/AUV robots inspecting the consistency of vertical structures from the air or under the
water (e.g. tanks, vertical piping (Cacace 2014)),
(6) “Pig” robots inspecting the insides of the piping (Shukla 2016a), and
(7) Cooperative teaming of a number of such robots (Surmann 2008, Kyrkjebo 2009).
The co-worker robot of SINTEF is designated to work on offshore gas-and-oil platforms, but
will be developed and tested primarily in the onshore-like lab facilities (R5-COP D41.10,
D41.20). In the present report we solve thus the planning problem for the case (2) “ground
robots inspecting structured facilities along established concrete access roads”.
The key rationales of such application are the utilization of the potential of sensor fusion on a
server platform placed close to the process, minimizing the need for multiple costly fixed
sensors, the autonomy management in task solving without being dog-lead by a human
technician, advanced visual capabilities, capability of knowledge intensive data processing,
1

In the report this robot will be referred as CFR - Co-worker (and First Responder) Robot, considering that one of
its roles is to act also as the first responder (for more detail see (R5_COP D11.10)).
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re-configuration based adaptation in various environmental conditions, and even the prospect of working and teaming up with other robots, or in a mixed robotic-human environment.
However this last issue hasn't been seriously researched yet due to the difficulty of the theoretical and legal problems (Habib 2014).
Even in case when only a single ground based CFR robot is involved, its application domain
is a complicated problem domain posing multiple design challenges (Kyrkjebo 2009, Kroll
2008, Graf 2007, Distante 2009, Maurtuaa 2014, Sensabot 2012, Shukla 2016ab, Soldan
2012, Steele 2014, Chen 2014ab).
The CFR must be able to perform and to plan for a wide spectrum of activities, like moving
around, measuring, monitoring, communicating, making maintenance, ranging from remote
visual inspection to direct physical intervention. These duties may differ depending on the
situational context, e.g. in a normal regime vs. in an emergency regime, and may depend
also on the level of the autonomy available to the robot (from the teleoperation to a full autonomy.
The working environment of the inspecting robot is partly static, partly dynamic, with widely
variable external weather conditions. The outdoor environment is structured. Onshore there
is a lattice of wide access roads, smooth road surface, clearly defined areas. Offshore there is
a lattice of wide narrow passages, plain steel floors and gratings – often with small holes, sharp
edges, slopes and steps, maze of piping and equipment.
Robot actions are immersed in human traffic environment, with expected cooperative behaviour (robot-human) at mission/task/maneuvering levels. An interesting aspect of the robot
activities is its variable adaptivity. In the normal regime the CFR has to adapt to the pedestrians, in the emergency regime it is rather the pedestrians who have to adapt to the CFR
movements.
Mission critical character of the co-worker problem domain, performing timely duties in a
mixed human-industrial facility environment imposes specific requirements for the system
hardware and software (see (Chen 2014ab) for the general guidelines, and (R5-COP
D41.20) for the more specific CFR related requirements).
With its hardware configuration (mobil base, sensors, actuators, communication facilities) the
robot must be well adapted to the movement in the structured access road environment,
must perceive its surroundings, especially to detect obstacles, must precisely track its position (high precision navigation for autonomy), and must be equipped with appropriate application sensors and tools required for the autonomous or teleoperated inspection and manipulation.
Hardware configuration must be coupled with the software providing functions to navigate the
inspection sites without collisions in the teleoperating mode, and in the automatic mode
(moving to a given target autonomously) and execute pre-programmed inspection and monitoring tasks automatically (with alerting the remote operator when abnormal sensor values
are detected). This ability must be backed by the autonomously planning and following a (optimal if feasible) path to a given target, based on an environment map containing obstacles
and free passages in the environment.
Considering in-field usage of the robot it should be maitenable without expert knowledge,
easily and intuitively as a daily-used tool (new inspection and manipulation tasks can be proR5-COP_D26.12_v04.doc
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grammed quickly and without the assistance of specialists, anyone working next to the robot
can interact with it safely).
The more specific requirements and robot related data can be found in (R5-COP D11.10,
D41.10, D41.20). From the point of view of the design of the Planning and Reasoning Architecture we only add here that the robot environment is not heavy in obstacles (but adverse
weather conditions can also build up obstacles: water pools, snow mounds, etc.), dynamic
obstacles are only solely humans, or human driven vehicles, who can (or should) partly
adapt to the presence and the movement of the robot. The robot is embedded in the human
traffic and everybody should observe the rules of the obligatory and the good road behaviour.
There are no closer encounters with the humans, other than to avoid them. Pedestrians and
bicyclists must be avoided, navigated around, etc. in a "friendly" way. The robot should in
general behave to the human by-passers in a predictable way. The danger of collision should
be mitigated. Finally, the robot is subjected to a non-continuous working regime, with maintenance and battery loading breaks between the inspection missions, performed in a controlled garage environment.
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 Co-worker robot planning problem
The co-worker domain means a complex planning problem and its complexity stems from the
fact that the robot duties and the related activities:


Vary in their time span and the durability of their effects (long term actions, short term
actions),



Vary in the geographic range of their impact (local actions and actions over a distance),



Are distributed across the components of the plant information system (the CFR
and/or the operator system),



May simultaneously involve different robot hardware components (e.g. sensing actions are independent from movement actions).

Furthermore the full inspection plan of the industrial facility is necessarily an integrated hierarchy of plans because in general:


The industrial installation to be inspected is composed from the hierarchy of separately placed process installations, connected with transit access roads, used jointly with
the human traffic.



Each process installation has multiple equipment points to be inspected, accessible
locally, possibly away from the transit roads.



States and readings of the particular process equipment points may be functionally
related (i.e. usually all equipment of a given process should be inspected before moving on to inspect another process).



Each equipment point requires specific (measurement, maintenance) operations.



When inspecting a process a particular equipment point may be designated to be inspected first, as the representative of the process state, complicating thus the action
management.

 Planning problem decomposition and plan integration
The overall CFR planning problem can be decomposed approximately into the levels of:


Planning the mission: the global movement over the whole facility,



Planning the inspection: the sensor/actuator related activities in specific places along
the mission path, and



Planning the movement: the local movements negotiating the distances between the
inspection places along the mission path.

R5-COP_D26.12_v04.doc
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In the following we analyse shortly the main design and programming issues pertinent to
each step in the planning hierarchy. More detail will be given in Section 4.2 when the architectural elements responsible for the planning levels will be described.

 Planning the mission
Mission planning involves the global plan of the whole inspection. It tells in what order to
access the process installations, and in what order to inspect the process equipment at a
given installation. Furthermore it specifies the segments of the access roads connecting the
inspected equipment.
A list of equipment to be inspected (together with the possible constraints) is given by the
operator (Fig 1)2. It is based on maintenance strategies, safety regulations, productivity
guidelines, etc. Then the mission planning means:


Fetching the localization of the equipment from the knowledge base,



Fetching the lay-out (localization) of the access roads from the knowledge base,



Computing a movement plan along the access roads, visiting the equipment places,
and observing the possible constraints on the order of the visiting, etc. (Fig 2-3)



Checking this plan for time/battery constraints, and replan if necessary (Checking the
plan not only should take into account the cost of moving around, but also the cost of
making inspection at the equipment places, e.g. the power requirements for measurements, the time to make measurements or maintenance. Such cost estimates
can be precomputed and put into the knowledge base priori to planning the mission.)

As the particular process/equipment needs to be inspected only once during an inspection
tour and that the tour should be kept within the battery life limits, planning the mission schedule has a character of the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) (Gutin 2006). The possible
constraints on the ordering of the visiting equipment make this a problem similar to the Clustered (or Colored) Traveling Salesman Problem (CTSP). In the CTSP the clusters (or colors)
allow the planner to group inspection points and specify desired constraints on how the robot
should carry out the inspection (Edelkamp 2015, Li 2015). In particular, the robot is required
to inspect all the points in one cluster (or color group) before inspecting a point region from
another cluster (or color group).
An optimal mission plan may mean the fastest route, the shortest route, a route avoiding
access lanes frequented by motor vehicles, by bicycles, by walking pedestrians, etc. Due to
the structured and obligatory character of the access roads (movement possible only along
the access roads) not any kind of path optimality can be taken into account. Further important complications to planning the mission could be:
- The possibility that the inspection order of the process sites, the inspection order of the
equipment points at a given process site may be partially set by the operational require2

This concise formulation may cover also more involved plans, like to inspect certain points, go to the garage to
recharge batteries and continue, or that the robot needs to be re-equipped with different sensors to inspect different elements, and that might mean to move back to the storage area to change sensors.
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ments, and these may vary with time. Operational requirements may also require to selectively inspecting only a designated part of the equipment points.
- The distance between the inspected equipment points may not be metric (Euclidean) but
governed by the network of connecting access roads3.
- most of the inspection points can be accessed in multiple ways, and certain access road
segments must be reused in the interest of the reachability of all of the inspection points. (It
means e.g. that the TSP kind of algorithm cannot be run directly on the true access road
graph. Such graph must be transformed first into a „shortest access path”-kind of graph, running e.g. the A* search between any two inspection points in the original problem graph
(Russell 2005). The optimal mission plan can be computed also directly based on the true
access roads, using other more involved algorithm).
- The time/battery cost of the inspection measurements must be calculated into the computation of the shortest mission route (staying in place and making measurements also uses up
time and energy).
A specific mission-like plan is the emergency access plan to direct the robot to a place of the
alarm the shortest possible way. To this aim a simple A* search will suffice, run on the true
access road graph, with modified edge costs (without time/battery cost of the inspection
measurements along the path)4. A possible option could be to use faster -optimal A* (anytime) search with a non-admissible heuristic or hybrid solutions integrating the path movement with kinematic constraints (Thayer 2010). In case of the inspection site of a very low
complexity (only some places to visit) such emergency plans could be even precomputed for
strategic positions and destinations.

3

There could also be situations where there are no designated roads, but the robot is able to plan trajectories
freely through the environment.
4

The basic A* algorithm works in the discrete state space and does not take into account the kinematics and/or
noholonomic constraints of the robot. The global A* level planning must be coupled to local trajectory planning
(see e.g. the ROS Navigation Stack, Section 4), or a more advanced integrated algorithm must be used, like e.g.
the hybrid A* of (Petereit 2012).
R5-COP_D26.12_v04.doc
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Fig 1. Functional Mission Plan with mission (inspection) goals given by the operator (hypothetical installation, graphic view). The broken line encapsulates functional clusters to be inspected completely
before moving on to the next cluster (P – Process, E – Equipment, H – Hut). Arrows indicate priorities
(ordering of the clusters, first equipment to be inspected in a cluster, etc.). The CFR is to inspect the
P1 installation first, starting with the equipment E11. Ordering of the other equipment here is free.
Then the next installation to visit is P4, with the first equipment to be inspected being E41. The inspection order of the remaining P2 and P3 installations is free, with the constraints that in P2 the first inspected equipment is E21, and in P3 E34.

Fig 2. Optimal scheduling of the Functional Mission Plan from Fig 1. The broken line encapsulates
functional clusters to be inspected completely before moving on to the next cluster (P – Process, E –
Equipment, H – Hut).
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Fig 3. Metric Mission Plan – scheduled real movement of the CFR along the access roads. The thick
black arrows designate Inspection Plan Stubs at the equipment inspection points.

 Planning the inspection
In the robotic literature inspection planning is almost solely meant as the visual coverage
planning to “see” the whole area of the given workspace by a mobile robot (Faigl 2011, Englot 2012, Galceran 2013, Arain 2015ab, Pierce 2014, Reyes Ballesteros 2012). To this aim
a number of optimally placed viewpoints must be chosen, with the specified locations and
poses for the robot to direct sensors to assure the full (or maximized) area coverage (so
called Art Gallery Problem, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Art_gallery_problem). The essence
of such inspection planning is really the robot motion, as the visual inspection (maintaining
cameras and running image processing) does not add essentially to the time and energy
costs.
In case of the CFR robot the situation is different. The inspection activities do not only mean
the usual visual (perimeter, area, intrusion) safety inspection performed by scout robots. For
the inspection basically four kinds of inspection (and maintenance) duties can be assumed:
(1) Visual inspection on the fly with the video equipment used in parallel with the robot
movement (e.g. along the wall, a pipe, a road). The sensory (image) information enters the
stream of continuous image processing, object recognition, etc. to sensor fusion. There is no
need for separate Inspection Plan Stubs.
(2) The robot has to stop, perhaps fine positioning itself (exact location, pose, direction), then
has to direct sensors (pan-tilt), and run sensor control programs. Such programs must be
derived from sensor related inspection plans.
(3) With sensors mounted on a fully functional arm, possibly with grippers to collect samples,
beside fine positioning and sensor control actions, arm positioning action plan is also
needed.

R5-COP_D26.12_v04.doc
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(4) Full maintenance with a hand-like gripper arm or specialized grippers (valve opening/closing, switching, etc.). Here a full plan segment is required to handle the arm manipulation.
Based on the proposed hardware architecture of the CFR presented in D41.20, we assume
that options (3-4) are not foreseen in the final architecture, option (1) is automatically performed by the command and data flow in the robot general software architecture (Fig. 5), and
it is option (2) which require further detailed analysis.
Inspection planning involves activities that happen at a single inspection point of the mission
plan. In principle these are the measurement and/or monitoring activities, CFR-to-operator
communication, and some local maneuvering to get into the position and the pose required
by the sensing or by the actuating protocols. Inspection planning should provide also a
time/battery estimate for the mission planning, but otherwise it is an independent planning
activity and algorithms.
Due to these reasons the inspections duties cannot be optimized like the Art Gallery Problem
view points. Changing weather, winds, specifics of the sensors make it difficult to specify
(and to optimize) gas leakage detection places, especially when connected with the inspection places functionally tied to the location of the particular equipment hardware (for similar
problem, but limited to the gas leakage sensing, see (Distante 2009, Arain 2015ab).
Inspection planning (in case of particular equipment) must observe the testing and the monitoring protocols prescribed for the inspected equipment and also the calibrating and the
measuring protocol of the used sensors. This information belongs to the functional description of the plant equipment and the robot peripherals and is (should) be stored in the CFR
system Knowledge and Data Base (KDB).
Considering that the selection and the ordering of the inspection activities at an inspection
point are highly dependent on the function of the inspected equipment, the inspection planning is heavily domain and application dependent and the literature on such inspection planning is virtually non-existent. Perhaps the most relevant project of the similar aims – MAINBOT (Mobile robots for inspection and maintenance activities in extensive industrial plants,
project reference: 285245, closed in 2014 (Maurtuaa 2014) tells almost nothing of how the
inspection activities were programmed (planned) to be intertwined with the movement along
the access paths. It seems that at present the focus of attention is to solve the sophisticated
navigation problem and design sensors specifically mountenable on the mobile autonomous
robots.5
Due to the natural structuring of the inspection duties into the hierarchy of the ordered tasks,
perhaps the most suitable representation and the planner may be some version of the Hierarchical Task Networks (HTN) (representing and decomposing the compound activity as a
conditioned network of the more primitive tasks, until the level of directly applicable operators
is reached). Generic HTN plans can also be neatly stored in the equipment description slots
of the CFR (frame based) Knowledge and Data Base (R5-COP D26.21). Plans for the same
equipment at different process sites can be reused by parametrizing. Generic plans applied
5

To mount a portable sensor on a pan-tilt column is only a part of the solution. Portable sensors are usually designed to involve an active participation of the human operator (pointing, checking, maintaining). Such functionalities must be fully automatized and made programmable.
R5-COP_D26.12_v04.doc
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to similar, yet differing equipment or situations can be tailored before being fed to the planner.
Inspection planning means filling-in the mission plan with the measurement and maintenance
actions when the co-worker arrives at the end of the road segment leading to equipment. We
assume that the time and energy spending for these activities was taken into account in the
mission planning (based on heuristic estimates, earlier observed or learned data), but now
the appropriate control actions must be listed to be passed later to the control hardware.

 Planning the movements
Movement planning covers all the locomotion and obstacle avoidance control when getting
from one inspection point to the next, negotiating the necessary road segments. Considering
that the environment is highly structured (no free-country dirt roads, but usually straight-line
concrete paths and crossings) the principal problem is to percept and to monitor unexpected
structural obstacles and properly interact with the human traffic along the movement path.
The goal should be to ensure that the CFR movements are (Akin Sisbot 2007, Chen 2014ab,
Shukla 2016ab):
- „Physically” safe (bring no harm to the human),
- Reliable and effective (propel the robot along the inspection route),
- „Mentally safe”, i.e. socially acceptable (taking into account the way the human move and
also the human preferences and needs).
Various human aware motion planners, human aware navigation methods are reported in the
literature, working e.g. with safety and visibility zones ensuring that the robot does not move
too close to the humans, remains as visible as possible along the path, and is not too close
to the humans when it appears in their field of view (Bogomolov 2003, Shi 2008, Buisson
2013, Cho 2010, Guzzi 2013, Hamasaki 2011, Moussaid 2011, Pacchierotti 2005, Tamura
2010, Vasquez 2013). Interesting is also intention-aware pedestrian avoidance strategy estimating and projecting first the movement intention of the encountered pedestrian and adjusting the robot movements accordingly (Akin Sisbot 2007, Bandyopadhyay 2013).
In the CFR setting it is important that the movement space is usually heavily constrained in
one dimension (path width vs. path length) and that the usual lay-out of the access roads is
regular. It means that basically there are two situations to handle: pedestrian or cyclist crossing (i.e. passing across the movement path of the CFR in the road crossing), and approaching (coming from ahead). Furthermore the CFR in a crossing can pass straight across, turn
right, or turn left, and along a straight lane it can go ahead, overtake, or make a U-turn. The
regularity of the paths can make it easier to recognize reliably especially the cyclists, who
move faster, maneuver less, and suffer more from a possible collision.
An important aspect of the CFR human obstacle avoidance is also the fact that the robot
moves around in a restricted area and the encountered pedestrians or cyclists are fit professionals who are expected to be instructed on the presence, the behaviour and the capabilities of the robot, making the human more predictable.
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An interesting option fusing the human obstacle avoidance with learning is to collect a database of the human’s movement tendency (velocity vectors) at the places of particularly high
collision risk and to use it to predict the behaviour of the encountered passers-by (Hamasaki
2011).
The output of the movement planning are thus the velocity commands to the motor control
related to the obstacle avoiding motion trajectory consistent with the kinematic properties of
the robot.
An important issue of the movement planning to be solved by the planning architecture is the
fine maneuvering problem of getting into the position (and pose) for the inspection measurements. The position/pose to activate the inspection sensors should be specified in the
equipment descriptors in the Knowledge and Data Base. However even if this position/ pose
is given as a goal for the movement trajectory, the true final position (and pose) of the approaching movement can differ too much for the measurements to be admissible. The CFR
should be able to fine maneuvering into the position, using movement commands perhaps
different from those permissible in the large scale trajectory computation (the primary issue is
the permissible sideward and backward motions).
Finally plenty of papers deal with the area inspection planning, decomposing the problem
hierarchically from optimal global paths to the local motion, suggesting many useful or interesting solutions. Worth reading are (Geraerts 2007, 2010, Likhachev 2010, Englot 2011, Petereit 2012, Ulrich 2016).
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 Co-worker Planning and Reasoning Architecture
As a remote sensor and maintenance platform the co-worker information system must be
integrated into the whole plant information system (see Fig 4). Co-worker accepts tasks,
guideline information, commands from the higher levels of the system hierarchy (Operator
Center overseeing and scheduling the CFR tasks in the mission area, Remote Operator Center overseeing the production in plant units within the whole industrial installation) and provides them with the actual process data.
Although a seamless planning and execution of the mission is primarily the responsibility of
the co-worker system, the support given by the higher levels of the system hierarchy is essential. We will characterize shortly the assumed responsibilities and interactions between
the Co-worker robot, Operator Center Operator, and Remote Operator systems focusing on
the planning related issues.

Fig 4. The rough view of the distributed information system including the co-worker First Responder.
Note the different communication channels for the video stream and for other data (from R5-COP
D41.10)

Remote Operator Center (ROpC)
Remote Operator Center provides general purpose information, like regulations and guidelines how to organize and report the inspection missions, weather forecasts, repositories of
manuals, data, and algorithms, etc. It is the destination place of the report summaries and
critical event logs.

Operator Center (OpC)
Operator Center helps to organize inspection missions in the supervised area by maintaining
repositories of local information (e.g. various maps, equipment models, protocols of the inspection procedures, etc.). Staff of the Operator Center is responsible for the selection of the
inspected equipment and the ordering of inspection points (or at least approving the selection
R5-COP_D26.12_v04.doc
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done at the on-board CFR system). The Operator Center collects and post-processes the
inspection data, and extracts information essential for the proper running of the industrial installation. In cases when the circumstances surpass the autonomous capabilities of the coworker, operator resident in the Operator Center may resort to teleoperating, overriding the
planning with direct movement and measurement commands and evaluating the situation
personally.

On-board CFR robot system (CFR)
Prior to the inspection the on-board CFR system is involved in planning the inspection routes
(and missions) for particular equipment listing required or approved by the Operator Center.
During and/or after the normal inspection CRF is monitoring on-site conditions, collecting/
summarizing/ reporting (essential) inspection and other data up the operator hierarchy, and
re-planning the missions in case of reported durable/permanent traffic obstacles that the
CFR maneuvering capabilities cannot overcome.
During the emergencies CFR is monitoring conditions on-site, reporting (up) conditions onsite, accepting commands directed it to the emergency area, and enabling telepresence for
the operators from the Operator Center by teleoperation.

 CFR Software Architecture – General Remarks
We focus now on the on-board software system of the co-worker. The proposed functional
architecture can be seen in Fig 5. It follows from the general Sense-Plan-Act and the
Layered-Control paradigms (Mataric 2002, Kortenkamp 2013). To control the robot information from and about the environment (robot included) must be collected via sensors.
Processing this information with respect to the robot goals leads to decisions about how to
act. Finally decided actions must be executed in the robot environment.6 The vertical hierarchy separates also the robot processes acc. to the time-scale. Low levels, with fast algorithms working on numerical data provide reactive real-time performance; higher levels working more slowly on mixed numerical-symbolical data provide flexibility and robustness. Other
more specialized modules account for the specific inspection duties and the teleoperating
option.
The proposed CFR architecture is presented in Fig 5. Comparing to the Fig 4 of the all-plant
information system, Fig 5 shows only the CFR (on-board) modules and those modules of the
Operator Center, which are relevant to he functioning of the Planning and Reasoning Architecture of the CFR. In the present report we had to assume that the information systems of
the Remote Operator Center and the Operator Center are already designed and operative
(after all an autonomous CFR is an add-on to the information system of the industrial site),
and at most the Operator Center admits some modification (to accept the CFR data and to
control the CFR movements, if needed).
6

It is worth to mention that this sense-process-act loop is nothing else as the general “action-loop” of an agent
system (Russell 2005).
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In the following (in the alphabetical order) we will shortly characterize the function of every
module and explain the interactions between them (see also (R5-COP D41.20)).

Battery Status Module provides periodical time stamped status of the battery voltage level
for the Sensor Fusion Module and further for the Mission Control Module. This data is logged
periodically in the CFR Knowledge and Data Base (KDB) and is essential for early decisions
influencing the course of the inspection towards avoiding stranding the CFR on the site.
Communication Modules. One Communication Module is responsible for transmitting the
data from the OpC to the CFR (prior to the inspection), occasional data and events from and
commands to the CFR (during the inspection), and a fuller data record (if required) after the
inspection is concluded. The particular identity of the relayed information and the communication schedule depends upon the situation recognized by the Mission Control Module. As a
rule all abnormal information is stored and real-time transmitted to the operator (if the observation coverage allows). The second Communication Module serves as a teleoperator video
stream channel.
Emergency Signaling Module controls and processes audio and visual warnings activated
with the commands received from Mission Control Module (autonomous functioning after
alarm is sounded) or from the Teleoperator Module (if the operator decides to sound alarm
when teleoperating).
Emergency Status and Control Module encapsulates the hardware used for emergency
signaling (to and from the environment, like e.g. warning lights, and robot emergency stop
button). Warning Sound and Speech Generator plays audio warnings in case of emergency.
Warning Lights Control controls the warning (blinking) lights used in the overtaking maneuvers and the emergency.
Image Processing Module embraces algorithms needed to transform and process visual
data (scanner data, point clouds, object independent features, object related features, etc.),
depending on the image sensors used and the tasks demanding visual information. It acquires the rough data from the Visual Data Acquisition Module and provides processed information for the navigation and obstacle avoidance and to support the preparation of the
decision making. Image Processing Module connects also to the KDB for fetching (optional)
image patterns (used in object recognition) and for (optional) storing the images to reference
particular events.
Inspection Measurement Status and Control Module groups software modules wrapping
and handling installation related sensors (gas leakage sensor, flame detector, etc.). The sensory data is directed to the Sensor Fusion Module, the sensor control commands come from
the Inspection Planner (autonomous inspection) or Teleoperator Module (during the teleoperation).
Inspection Planner is responsible for the integration of the routing plans with the inspection
actions demanded by the visited equipment. Upon the execution of the mission plan the Inspection Planner directs (road segment) movement commands to the Navigation Planner
and the measurement and maintenance commands to the Inspection Measurement Control
(Fine maneuvering commands required to get into position for the measurement are also directed to the Navigation Planner).
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Knowledge and Data Base (KDB) is a storage system which stores static information, like
installation functional structure, superstructure and road lay-outs, equipment descriptions,
mission plans, various maps, global parameters, algorithm libraries, and dynamic run-time
status information, measurements and events, furthermore images, possibly also audio and
video records. From the content of the KDB the Critical actual information is directed to the
operator, other data may be replayed to the Operator Center after the inspection is concluded, or may be deleted.
Learner Module is responsible for finding, identifying, extracting, and representing new and
unusual information from the collected data, which may be of interest in the subsequent missions. The CFR will be able to learn from past actions and continue the mission without requiring frequent operator’s intervention.
Localization Module collects and integrates data from localization (GPS) and odometry
sensors (but may also utilize landmark image information).
Location Status Module brings in the time stamped GPS data for the localization purposes
(for the Localization Module).
Mission Control Module is the main decision-maker, which accepts mission goals, manages global parameters, interprets events and data, decides on storage and communication
with the operator, computes the mission plans, based on the goals, and sets accordingly the
functional options in other modules. Mission Control Module connects to an optional Operator
User Interface operational when the CFR is maintained in the garage.
Motion Status and Control Module encapsulates motor drives and low level reactive motion control. It provides robot (motor) diagnostic and status data for the Sensor Fusion. Accepts velocity controls from the Navigation Planner.
Navigation Planner is responsible for the non-colliding execution of the high level movement
commands, respecting the robot kinematic. It contains global and local planners for the motion phase of the CFR activities, acc. to the occupancy and cost maps acquired from the Storage, actual percepts, and motion direction from the Inspection Planner.
Odometry Status Module provides periodical time stamped pose and speed data for the
localization purposes (for the Localization Module), and for the general status of the system
(for Sensor Fusion).
Sensor Fusion Module processes sensory data and actuator status data into log information and events (based e.g. on the limiting values provided from the storage). It accepts various kind of data, evaluates them for normal/abnormal status, identifies events, qualifies
events toward triggering information, and prepares a package of actual information for the
Mission Control Module to make decisions.
Teleoperator Module is responsible for by-passing the mission control and planners when
the OpC operator is teleoperating. The teleoperator exercises direct control over the movements, measurements, image taking, issuing warning calls and switching on the lights.
Video Data Acquisition Module collects components related to the 2D or 3D information
acquisition control (normal and IR cameras, pan-tilt units, scanners, mono, stereo, etc.) This
data is optionally processed in the Image Processing Module (particular features or views are
documented in the KDB, fused, or fed to the navigation control for low-level obstacle avoidR5-COP_D26.12_v04.doc
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ance). Video data acquisition can be activated from the Inspection Planner or from the Teleoperator Module. In this last case, the video stream is directed straight to the Communication Module(2) which controls communication channel reserved for the teleoperating.

Inspection activities of the co-worker are supported by the Operator Center. For the development and testing purposes the supportive OpC functions can be realized on-board of the
CFR co-worker, however in the final configuration they will probably be out placed to the Operator Center. To support the functioning of the CFR co-worker we would need:
Command Module (OpC-side) is the highest, possibly interactive (mission level) planner,
setting the inspection patterns of the CFR around the plant, the order of the facilities to inspect, and the dependencies between the particular inspected facilities, all for normal and
critical situations. Such pre-computed patterns are then communicated with the CFR Mission
Control Module to initiate mission planning. The module should have an advanced GUI to
facilitate the operator's planning work.
Communication Modules (OpC-side) are companions of the CFR Communication Modules, essentially with the same capabilities.
Storage Management Module (OpC-side) is the archive of the operator to store information
relevant from mission to mission, to store maps, lay-outs, technical information, plans, confidence limits on measurements, etc. and finally also to store log data replayed after the inspection from the CFR to evaluate them, filter, learn from them, and extract for archiving and
reporting.
Teleoperator Module (POpC-side) is the operator's end of the teleoperation command-anddata chain. Should be equipped with an advanced GUI for easy introduction of commands
and an effective presentation (video, audio, feature maps, localization, etc.) of the CFR environment.
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Fig 5. The software architecture of the Co-worker CFR. Shaded area is the Planning and Reasoning
Architecture (the reason for the seemingly duplicated modules in the last row is a clear separation of
the control (downward) and the observation (upward) information flow).

 Planning and Reasoning Architecture
Planning and Reasoning Architecture of the CFR is composed from the Inspection Planner
and the Navigation Planner Modules, supported by the Mission Control Module and the
Knowledge and Data Base (KDB), see Fig 6.
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Fig 6. The Planning and Reasoning Architecture.

 From the Functional Mission Plan to the Metric Mission Plan
Before the inspection starts Mission Control Module accepts (via the Communication Module
from the Operator Center, or via the CFR GUI from the local operator) a listing of the equipment to inspect, with constraints (depicted graphically in Fig 1, referred as Functional Mission
Plan (FMP)). Functional Mission Plan is stored in the KDB for reference and is recomputed
into a Metric Mission Plan which takes into account the true distances and the access options in the environment. To this aim the KDB provides the information about:


The structure of the installations and the dependencies between the equipment,



The geographic localization of the equipment (semantic maps, KML format, see
(KML, R5-COP D41.20) descriptors and the related bitmaps),



The static access road map (and static permanent obstacles), with distances and localizations (in KML format, see (R5-COP D41.20)),



The estimated costs of inspection at a particular equipment inspection point (estimated time and power consumption, which can be computed from the inspection protocols also stored in the KDB).

The Metric Mission Plan (MMP) is computed with the optional operator supervision acc. to
the control flow in Fig 7. Information from the KDB is used by the scheduler algorithm to
come up with an optimized schedule option. If the overall costs of the schedule (time, battery) are acceptable, the Metric Mission Plan is stored in the KDB and the control is passed
to the Inspection Planner. If the schedule is too costly, the problem must be negotiated with
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the operator. The CFR requests the operator to change the inspection options (i.e. to come
up with a new, less costly Functional Mission Plan) or to give the CFR a free hand in reducing the scope of the inspection (leaving out some of the equipment considered optional) until
the costs of the computed optimal schedule will be acceptable.
Typical cases of the operator decision could be:


No equipment is permitted to be left out (get a larger battery perhaps!),



No equipment is permitted to be left out, but the scope of the measurements can be
reduced (less time and energy),



Operator lists equipment not to be left out, but the rest can be reduced (left out) at
will,



Operator asks for a proposition of a reduced plan and makes a decision (acceptance/rejection) after analysis, etc.

Please note that changing the scope of the visited equipment not only means that some path
segments need not to be negotiated, but by influencing inspection constraints the whole
schedule may change globally.
Computing functionally and geographically constrained optimal plan can be done with many
algorithms. In concrete implementation the demonstrator can use here, e.g.:


Optimized scheduler algorithms (see (R5-COP D26.30)),



Globally optimizing clustered or colored Traveling Salesman Problem genetic algorithms (Hussain Ahmed 2014),



Locally optimizing heuristic Traveling Salesman Problem algorithms (LKH) with false
cost based clustering (Helsgaun 2006, 2014),



Traditional search algorithms like A* (Russell 2005, ROS navfn, global_planner)7,



Sub-optimal (faster) versions of the optimal search, like anytime, weighted A*, etc.
(Russell 2005, Hansen 2007, Thayer 2010).

It should be noted that due to the highly structured lay-out of the access roads in the inspection environment, this lay-out map in itself cannot be used by explicit search algorithms to
compute the cost optimal schedules (it is strictly speaking not a graph from which a search
tree could be computed). The access road map must be transformed into an abstract cost
based access graph first. It can be done explicitly, running normal optimal search algorithm
next, or it can be done implicitly being embedded into the body of the optimal scheduling algorithm.

7

The basic solution built-in into the ROS global planner is the Dijkstra algorithm, producing the cost optimal path.
The better alternative is to use A* search, providing the cost optimal solution, but with less (faster) computation.
The difference is that Dijkstra algorithm uses only the cost estimate leading the computation occasionally away
from the goal direction (if it seems temporarily less costly). Contrary to this, A* search uses also directional heuristics enforcing the search more toward the goal direction. If the used heuristic function is admissible (i.e. underestimating, like e.g. the Euclidean distance), A* yields the same optimal path as the Dijkstra algorithm. ) A* is however provably optimally efficient, meaning that it computes the least number of nodes among similar optimal
search algorithms (Russell 2005).
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Fig 7. The control flow of the Mission Control Module.

 From the Metric Mission Plan to the Inspection Plan
Assume that Metric Mission Plan of acceptable cost is stored already in the KDB and the
control is now passed to the Inspection Planner. The Metric Mission Plan accounts for the
approximate cost of the inspection actions, but as yet does not list them explicitly. It is now
the task of the Inspection Planner to „fill-in” the Mission Plan with the real inspection activities
and to control the execution of the whole plan, directing movement demands to the Navigation Planner and the other commands to the respective architecture modules encapsulating
the inspection hardware.
In principle inspection planning must be done for every inspectable equipment (inspection
point), by computing the plan stubs (plan segments responsible for the inspection, i.e. measurement, monitoring, maintenance activities) corresponding to the thick arrows in the Fig 3.
Such plan fragments (Inspection Plan Stubs), conform with the regulations and the guidelines of the equipment management and of the robot sensors, may be then pre-processed,
stored in the robot KDB, then at the suitable moment and location can be recalled and adjusted, or could be computed with the similar procedure in the real-time on the spot.
As mentioned before, the topic of the non-visual inspection plans may comprise diverse
measurement modalities (temperature, water level, pressure, humidity, wind speed and wind
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direction, gas concentration and the shape of plume, burning flame, smoke, gas/fluid chemical identity, fluid spillage, etc.) and simply does not appear yet in the research literature. Papers reporting on the inspection robot prototypes dwell in details on the involved navigation
and robot movements. Commanding the sensors is probably programmed manually or teleoperated, as nothing is mentioned of how such measurement plans could be formally derived
(Arain 2015a, Barber 2015, Bennetts 2015, Codd-Downey 2014, de Carvalho 2013, Ibarguren 2013, Kim 2011, Kroll 2008, Maurtuaa 2014, Robogasinspector 2013, Soldan 2012,
Steele 2014, TALON 2004). In the actual proposal of the Planning and Reasoning Architecture, regarding this aspect of the CFR planning we are thus entirely on our own.

Inspection Plan Stubs
Inspection (plan stub) at a particular inspection point may cover diverse activities, like measurements, status and value checks, ask-and-acknowledge communication with the operator,
local maneuvering, repeated and conditional activities, derived computations, result storage
and reporting, etc. All these activities are functionally and hierarchically related (they apply to
a particular hardware), are possibly partially ordered, and dependent on some free parameters (Liu 2012).
Due to this natural structuring of the inspection duties, the most suitable representation for
them and the planner seems some version of the Hierarchical Task Networks (HTN) and
HTN planner (e.g. SHOP, SHOP2, JSHOP2 (Nau 2003, Tian 2012)). Considering that the
identity of the inspected equipment does not vary from a mission to a mission, this planning
problem should be delegated to the Operator Center system and is not discussed in detail
here. The preparation of the Inspection HTN plans for the diverse equipment belonging to the
industrial installation is a task for the knowledge (metrology) engineers on the staff of the
Operator Center (or even the Remote Operator Center). These prospects are discussed in
more detail in the Section 5.2.
As mentioned earlier, the basic research in structured (HTN) inspection/ measurement task
representation, sound choice of the primitive actions, and the modification of the HTN planners to cover such extension and to automatize the derivation of the inspection plans for a
moment does not yet exist. At least no authoritative and useful theoretical publications appear. There is a very limited pool of available ROS packages with any kind of non-navigation
planning (see (Cashmore 2015), also Section 5.2 and the discussion therein). The available
publications on inspection robot prototypes keep back on it, and if the actual inspection runs
are reported using named measurement equipment, we are forced to accept that the inspection planning has been done manually (Soldan 2012, Spiewak 2015, Barber 2015, Bennetts
2015, Habib 2014).
The structured HTN-like inspection plans (see Section 5.2) do not influence the functioning of
the Inspection Planner. Inspection Planner accepts for the execution plans composed from
primitive inspection actions, like e.g. the fragment of the inspection program in Fig 8. We assume in the following thus that the inspection plans were designed off-line at the Operator
Center, were then processed from the highly structured HTN format to the largely sequential
command format suitable for the Inspection Planner, or alternatively were designed manually, and were downloaded, together with other equipment descriptors to the CFR robot Know-
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ledge and Data Base (KDB) before the mission, see Fig 10 (slots of Equipment). There such
Inspection Plan Stubs will be fetched when needed, optionally parametrized, or simplified,
and used to generate low-level commands (ROS Messages) to the inspection hardware.

Fig 8. A fictitious inspection program, which could be generated automatically from the HTN high level
Inspection Plan Stub from Fig. 14. The plan orders the robot to maneuver close to the equipment,
measure the ambient temperature and acc. to the readings prepare to heat-up the gas sensor, or to
contact the operator if the cold is serious. If the conditions are mild or the operator gives it a go, the
wind conditions are checked next. If the wind reading is high, a more accurate estimate is required,
and the ambient conditions are similarly consulted with the operator. Finally, if the conditions are affordable, the very gas leakage reading is activated. Note the role of the control structures and the fixed
and run-time control variables.

Executing Inspection programs
An important design step in developing good HTN representation of the inspection plans, but
also when the planning is done manually, is the choice of the primitive action (HTN leaves,
green level in Fig 14.). Primitive actions should be easy to be interpreted and executed by
the Inspection Planner.
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Inspection Planner fetches travelling commands from the Metric Mission Plan, passes them
to the Navigation Planner in segments to move along, and when an equipment is to be accessed, the Inspection Planner suspends the Navigation Planner (see Section 4.2.4), fetches
the right Inspection Plan (program), interprets its steps, and issues commands to other CFR
modules.
The communication between the Planner and the CFR system will be based on 4 different
types of messages (see in detail (R5-COP D41.20)):
Commands - are the actions that are dispatched to the robot system, and that the robot shall
execute, e.g. “navigate_to(waypoint X)” or “capture_data(IR_cam)”.
Commands feedbacks - are linked to the previously defined commands. Most commands
will require some time from the robot to actually execute the requested action. During the execution of the action, the robot system might send back information to the planner about the
progress on the execution. This allows the planner to know when the action is performed,
which is the result of the execution, or other information about the action that might enable
the planner to take decisions.
Synchronous sensor/status data inputs are planner question about some sensor or status
information. This will be done in a request/response way. An example of this type of communication is the planner requesting the batteries level issuing a "get_battery_info" request that
will be replied with the corresponding battery level.
Asynchronous sensor/status data input is a unidirectional type of communication in which
the robot system continuously publishes the updated information, and the planner can subscribe in order to get the updates. An example of this type of communication is the robot localization, which is continuously estimated and published, being possible for the planner and
other clients to subscribe to it.
The design decision is the granularity of the primitive inspection actions (i.e. the relation of
the green level and yellow level actions in Fig 14), or putting it bluntly: should the commands
in Fig 8 be the ROS level topical messages, or may they be formulated more abstractly?
At stake is (1) the easiness of making the prototype (manual planning of the actions at the
ROS level) and (2) the flexibility of the design. In this case the primitive actions should be
defined simple, functionally close to the sensor and actuator level, yet flexible in the choice of
particular hardware or technology (promoting using the same inspection programs with different implementation of the ROS nodes).
Actually the pursued solution is (1), using the following mapping to the ROS functionalities
(see (R5_COP D41.20)):
Commands are realized as actionlib stack that provides a standardized interface for interfacing with preemptable tasks (ROS actionlib).
Commands feedbacks are provided by the actionlib stack with the Feedback and Result
messages, which allow the server to inform the client about the progress of the action being
executed.
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Synchronous sensor/status data inputs are realized as ROS services - a pair of messages: one for the request and one for the reply. Client libraries usually present this interaction to
the programmer as if it were a remote procedure call (ROS Services)
Asynchronous sensor/status data is realized as the stream of ROS topics intended for unidirectional, streaming communication (ROS Topics).
What would be needed to have option (2)? A kind of translating database providing for every
primitive action a (short) procedure embedded in the body of the Inspection Planner module,
and addressing particular ROS services, topics and messages, depending on the actual
software and hardware configuration of the CFR.
Re-configuring the CFR will demand refreshing the translating procedures, but then the
process of the derivation of the inspection programs from the inspection HTN representation
will remain intact (see Section 5.2).
The possibility of the primitive action-to-ROS translation is optionally taken into account in
the control flow of the Inspection Planner in Fig 9.

Inspection ROS packages
Regarding the poorly documented inspection plans in the reported robot prototypes it is instructive to review shortly the stock of the ROS packages relevant to the implementation of
serious industrial structure inspection robots. The majority of the packages are toy applications, no packages fit to professional sensors demanded by the oil-and-gas application domain. Among ca. 90 packages (not everyone available) listed in (ROS Sensors), only ca. 9
packages are for non-motion, non-image related measurement sensors (ROS rosserial). The
majority of them cannot sustain low temperatures demanded by the poor weather CFR requirements.
Ardusim (Arduino Sensor Interface Module) library interfaces a wide range of sensors with
ROS over the Arduino microcontroller, but only the Devantech TPA81 Thermal Array and the
LSE Thermistor Anemometer are relevant here (ROS ardusim, rosserial_arduino). The
nxt_ros package creates a ROS topic for each of NXT sensors and publishes the sensor's
data on this topic. Only the color sensor could be relevant (ROS nxt_ros). Phidgets sensors
can be interfaced to ROS via phidgets_ros package (ROS phidgets_ros), but their assortment is poor and they are suited rather for the laboratory environment. Sensoray626 package provides a ROS wrapper for the Sensoray Model 626 analog and digital I/O card drivers,
working in over zero temperatures only (ROS sensoray626). Finally sr_ronex package interfaces to the Shadow RoNeX, a high speed (100Mbps) interface bus for ROS built on robust
industrial standards. It connects motors, sensors and other peripherals via an ethernet port
and accesses each directly using ROS and RoNeX's open source drivers, but is not operational outside the 0 – 55ºC temperature domain, much too conservative for the real CFR (oiland-gas) applications (ROS sr_ronex).

Fine maneuvering
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A specific requirement in the (non-visual) inspection domain may be the requirement of the
fine positioning (fine maneuvering). Inspection of the industrial equipment requires accurate
positioning to take measurements (within the „cone of sensor vision”), and possible repositioning depending on the measurements already taken (e.g. when sensing gas leakage
or flame plume after having checked the local wind direction).
The required location and pose for the inspection measurements belongs to the Inspection
Plan description, is available in the KDB and can be used to set the final configuration to
compute the movement trajectory to access the equipment. When the CFR robot negotiates
a longer segment of the access road however, its final location and pose close to the inspected equipment may differ and may require corrections.
The problem with the correction is that the normal trajectory computation done by the local
planner in the ROS navigation stack prefers the movement ahead; in the direction of sight of
the obstacle sensing sensors (see Section 4.2.4)8. If the correction of the location and/or
pose would require a slight movement aside, or aback, as it is practical in the small space
close to the equipment, the conservative trajectory computation will produce excessive
movements. Further simplifying assumptions are that when positioning for the measurements
already in the vicinity of the equipment, no static or dynamic (human) obstacles are expected, and the obstacle avoidance mechanism with the obstacle inflation may be omitted
(handling obstacles belongs to the access trajectory management, but once the CFR arrives
at the equipment access point we can safely assume that the potential obstacles have been
cleared).
To solve the fine correction problem we suggest after (Leibold 2012) to use a fine maneuvering navigation unit overriding when needed the navigation stack, see Fig 13.

8

This is the situation with the basics planners recommended in the packages. There are also local planners
admitting the backward movements, like e.g. TED (Timed Elastic Band) planner, and it is up to the CFR designer
which mechanism to use for the fine maneuvering in the proximity of the inspected equipment. Nevertheless an
architectural option for an independent maneuvering in place (as opposed to the move-ahead trajectory control)
seems advisable.
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Fig 9. The control flow of the Inspection Planner.

 Mission and installation representation
The modules of the Planning and Reasoning Architecture (in particular the Mission Control
and the Inspection Planner) need to explicitly represent and store in a knowledge base the
data and information required to perform the planning and replanning operations and the execution of the ready plans. This component is the Knowledge and Database (KDB) containing the static and run-time data provided by the operators before the mission, computed or
collected during the mission, and summarized and qualified after the mission. Accordingly to
the current design decisions the KDB will be implemented as a CFR onboard database server, based on PostgreSQL, as it offers a good balance between functionality and system requirements (PostgreSQL). The details of the architecture (data model) and the information
content of the KDB will be finalized and fully described in the next deliverable (R5-COP
D26.22) by M33 deadline.
In the following we give a short synopsis of the data structure of the information stored in the
KDB relevant to the Planning and Reasoning Architecture. The details of the representation
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and the data structured will be described in the companion deliverable D26.22 Knowledge
and Database.


(Inspection) Mission: contains references to the CFR robot, used mission plans, description of the installation, and the reports of the concluded missions.



Installation: refers to the site documentation, semantic maps describing the lay-out
of the installation and the access roads, and the structural description of the installation process modules listing their equipment (equipment inspection points).



Equipment: specifies the kind of the measurand to be inspected, the location and
pose of the CFR to perform the inspection, the accuracy and the validity limits for the
measured value, and the Inspection Plan Stub relevant for this equipment.



CFR: is the operational description of the co-worker robot, its actual status included
(what is faulty).



CFR configuration: is the technical description of the mission capabilities and limitations of the robot, deployed sensors, actuators, and other hardware, the capacity of
the battery, the way how to communicate with the robot, etc.



Sensor: is basically the simplified sensor data sheet, with added references to the
ROS packages encapsulating the sensor function.



Actuator: same for the actuator hardware.



Measurand: is the physical or chemical quantity to be inspected at a given equipment
inspection point together with a list of sensors capable of sensing this kind of quantity.



Plans: stores every kind of plan related information. Prior to the mission it receives
the Functional Mission Plan (i.e. the requirements and constraints on the inspected
equipment) and (in the basic version) the manually precomputed Inspection Plan
Stubs for every equipment demanding inspection. Then in the due course of the mission planning and executing Plans fills in with computed more detailed plans, the optimized Mission Plan, and the optimal Metric Mission Plan adjusted to the lay-out of
the access roads. If due to the operator’s considerations or the experienced run-time
difficulties the original plan must be pruned and re-computed, these plans will be also
loaded here beside the original ones. (Plans would be also the storage place for the
Inspection HTN plans, see Section 5.2, if the Inspection Plan Stubs would be computed automatically with a HTN planner).



ROS package: descriptor presents the consisted information about ROS packages. It
lists the administrative and versioning data, dependencies upon other packages, the
package ROS interface (topics, messages), the functional capabilities represented by
the package’s nodes, and the hardware encapsulated by the package. An important
kind of packages will be plug-in algorithm and procedure libraries (see Navigation
Planner).



Report: collects the mission data, measurement results at the inspection point, their
qualification, and every event relevant to the interpretation of the mission (the unexpected, the communication with the operator and his decisions, the status of the
equipment and the robot, the environmental conditions, etc.)
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Manual: is the repository of the documents considered helpful, to be recalled on the
CFR GUI (CFR manuals, measurement manuals, installation related protocols, …).



Maps: is the map server providing any kind of (static) semantic and binary map describing the lay-out of the installation, lay-out of the access roads, geometric shapes
of specific areas, and features of any object expected to be found during the inspection. As the representation tool Keyhole Markup Language (KML) was chosen - a
much extended XML notation for expressing geographic annotation and visualization
within Internet-based, two-dimensional maps and three-dimensional Earth browsers.
KML representation will allow referring to the inspection points and other relevant locations by human-understandable names instead of GPS or other reference frames
coordinates.

Fig 10. Schema of the KDB items relevant to the computation of the Metric Mission Plan and the Inspection Plans (the arrows represent the reference hierarchy).

 From the Inspection Plan to the Navigation
The backbone of the CFR inspection tour is to navigate along the industrial installation
access roads. It is the task for the Navigation Planner and a standard task in the mobile robotics, for which plenty of resources are already available. One of them is the ROS Navigation Stack, a package providing global and local movement planning and executing services.
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Standard ROS Navigation Stack
ROS Navigation Stack is a 2D navigation stack that takes in information from odometry, sensors, and a goal pose and outputs safe velocity commands that are sent to a mobile base
(ROS Navigation Stack, Mobile Base). The proper functioning of the Navigation Stack demands a differential drive, a planar laser (or equivalent sensors, Kinect), and its performance
is best for nearly square (circular) robots. All these requirements are fulfilled in case of the
CFR prototyped on the Summit XL HL mobile robot platform from Robotnik (Robotnik).
To produce safe velocity commands the Navigation Stack must be provided with map and
localization information, which will be then re-worked by planners into the trajectory and velocity information. The usual way of the environment mapping is the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) technique which builds up a map within an unknown environment
while keeping track of the positions.
In case of the CFR the structure of the navigable environment is partly known (static maps in
the KDB with the location of the access roads and the equipment sites). This information
must be up-dated to the full 2D occupancy grid map with the real-time sensor data (laser
scans, Kinect data, etc.) and the odometry. Static information can help to identify the movement corridors, and the non-identified occupancy means unexpected obstacles. The occupancy grid map (with defined resolution, origin, and occupied/free grid value thresholds) is
published by the map_server under the /map topic (ROS map_server).
Next is the localization which means estimating the pose of the robot relative to a map. In the
standard Navigation Stack the localization is solved with the amcl package (Adaptive Monte
Carlo Localization) (ROS amcl). AMCL is a probabilistic localization system for a robot moving in 2D, which uses a particle filter to track the pose of a robot against a known map (in
current implementation it works only with laser scans and laser maps). A more involved localization mechanism based on sensor fusion governed by Kalman-filters is the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) localization (ROS robot_localization).
The move_base package computes the controls to move a robot to the desired position
(ROS move_base). The move_base node links together a global and local planner to accomplish the global navigation task, but may optionally perform trajectory recoveries when
the robot is stuck among obstacles.
The move_base supports any global planner adhering to the nav_core::BaseGlobalPlanner
interface and any local planner adhering to the nav_core::BaseLocalPlanner interfaces specified in the nav_core package (ROS nav_core). It maintains also two costmaps, one for the
global planner, and one for a local planner (ROS costmap_2d). The costmap represents
places that are safe for the robot to be in. The values in the costmap are usually binary,
representing free space or the danger of the collision. The global costmap is used for the
global navigation, i.e. to create paths to far-off distant goal places. The local costmap covers
smaller area and is used for the local navigation, to compute paths to the close destinations
and to avoid obstacles. Both maps are periodically updated and published.
The full scale (global) navigation is realized by the linked global and local planners, using
acc. the global and the local maps. The global planner can be realized e.g. with the navfn
package (ROS navfn), and the local planner with the base_local_planner package (ROS
base_local_planner). The global planner uses the (global) costmap to find a minimum cost
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plan from a start point to an end point in a grid and computes the global plan before the robot
starts moving toward the next destination. In the current implementation (ROS navfn) the
used algorithm is Dijkstra's algorithm. A* algorithm is supported in (ROS global_planner)
planner (see also foot-note in Section 4.2.1). Every time the planner computes a new path,
the last plan computed is published on the topic /move_base_node/NavfnROS/plan.
The local planner uses the incoming sensor data to choose appropriate linear and angular
velocities for the robot to traverse the current segment of the global path. The
base_local_planner combines odometry data with both global and local costmaps to select a
kinematic trajectory for the robot to follow. As the generic planning methods Trajectory Rollout and the Dynamic Window Approach (DWA) are implemented (ROS dwa_local_planner)
(Fox 1997). Both differ in how the robot's control space is sampled, but are reported to perform comparably in tests, with the recommendation to use of DWA for its efficiency gains.
The local planning searches for a suitable local plan generating a number of candidate trajectories in every control cycle. Every generated trajectory is checked whether it collides with
an obstacle. If not, a score is given to compare trajectories and to pick the best. To other
ROS nodes the local planner publishes the topics of /global_plan (part of the global plan corresponding to the local trajectory), /local_plan, and the /cost_cloud used in scoring.
The base_local_planner package is equipped with a number of cost functions, scoring the
(obstacle avoiding) trajectory depending on how closely the trajectory follows a global path.
Special scoring punishes also the oscillations and prefers motions in the front direction, penalizing backwards and strafing motions.

Fig 11. Architecture of the ROS Navigation Stack (from
http://wiki.ros.org/navigation/Tutorials/RobotSetup)

The ROS Navigation Stack, no matter how rich in functions, won’t be enough for navigating
in the industrial inspection domain. In the following we consider some functional add-ons to
the Navigation Stack, making it into a fully flexible Navigation Planner.
Fine maneuvering unit
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It was already mentioned that the (non-visual) inspection domain may require fine positioning
(fine maneuvering into a position) to make monitoring observations of the demanded quality.
Normal trajectory computation implemented in the Navigation Stack prefers the movement
ahead, in the direction of the cone of vision of the obstacle seeking sensor (see PreferForwardCostFunction in (ROS base_local_planner). This is a sound strategy when the obstacle
avoidance is at stake and moving into an un-explored direction could be dangerous. However in the immediate vicinity of the inspection point we may freely assume that no static or dynamic obstacles are present (otherwise they would have been observed from ahead and
handled accordingly). So the obstacle avoidance mechanism may be switched off and small
corrective actions like moving aside, or aback, are permissible and practical.
It is plainly reported in the ROS package description that the preference for the ahead direction (and penalizing backwards and strafing motion) was designed with robots like the PR2,
having sensor coverage only in front. It is also noted that on other robots or in other domains
this may not be a pursuable solution (ROS base_local_planner). To solve the problem a fine
maneuvering navigation unit is introduced in Fig 13, to override when needed the basic Navigation Stack commands (see also (Leibold 2012)).
Planners plug-ins
Planners used in the Navigation Stack must adhere (must be wrapped) to the specification
nav_core::BaseGlobalPlanner, nav_core::BaseLocalPlanner, nav_core::RecoveryBehavior,
defined in the nav_core package (ROS nav_core). That way the robotic system designer can
exchange the built-in options of the planner, local controller, or recovery behavior for new
versions (as plug-ins) adhering to the same interface.
The current global planners using the nav_core::BaseGlobalPlanner interface are:


The global_planner package (ROS global_planner), using Dijkstra or A* search algorithms,



Grid-based global planner package (ROS navfn), assumes a circular robot and navigates with Dijkstra algorithm,



So called carrot_planner (ROS carrot_planner) - a simple planner that attempts to
move the robot as close as possible to the goal, even when the goal is within an obstacle.

The current local planners using the nav_core::BaseLocalPlanner interface are:


The base_local_planner (ROS base_local_planner), which implements the Dynamic
Window and Trajectory Rollout methods,



The eband_local_planner (ROS eband_local_planner), which implements the Elastic
Band method, and



The teb_local_planner (ROS teb_local_planner), which implements the TimedElastic-Band method for online trajectory optimization.

The nav_core provides also standard (costmap) recovery behaviors: reverting the costmaps
used by move_base to the static map outside of a user-specified range, and 360 degree rotating of the robot to attempt to clear out space.
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If these choices of the planners and the recovery mechanisms are not satisfactory for a given
robot configuration or application domain, then alternative algorithms can be designed and
encapsulated in the plug-in algorithm library pluginlib (ROS pluginlib), which is a C++ library
for loading and unloading plug-ins from within a ROS package (see also (Tomović 2012)).
The plug-in providers are required to register their plug-ins in the package.xml of their package and to describe the plug-in in a description file. Actually tutorials are provided guiding the
prospective designers to plug-in other global path planner algorithms (ROS Adding Relaxed
Astar, Global Planner As Plugin).
The plug-in option is of particular importance to the Planning and Reasoning Architecture in
the co-worker domain, considering that in this case more involved optimal path and action
planning algorithms are required (see Sections 3.1.1, 5.2). A portable, ROS-immersed implementation of advanced inspection planners would be an enormous asset to the robotic
community.
Velocity command multiplexing
In the Navigation Planner, in principle, four independent components may issue velocity
commands competing for the mobile base (Navigation Stack, teleoperation, fine positioning,
emergency stop, and the optional stand-alone obstacle avoidance). The multiple velocity
commands realize different priority goals and differ in the publishing frequency and the magnitude of the control signals. In the worst case many different velocities may be issued simultaneously to the motor making the control chaotic.
ROS contains a tool to filter and selectively apply velocity commands. It is a command multiplexer which arbitrates the incoming cmd_vel messages from several topics and allows one
topic at a time to command the robot, based on the priorities (ROS cmd_vel_mux,
yocs_cmd_vel_mux). Command multiplexer also deallocates current allowed topic if no messages are received after a configured timeout. All the motor control topics, their priority and
timeouts can be re-configured at runtime.
An additional velocity control can be provided by the velocity smoother (ROS
yocs_velocity_smoother) which subscribes and publishes the same velocity message topic,
but limits the control content of the incoming velocity message accordingly to the velocity and
acceleration limits of the robot.
Layers and scoring plug-ins
The basic mechanism of the static and dynamic obstacle avoidance in the Navigation Stack
is the layered construction of the local costmap, where the dynamic obstacles are copied
over the fragment of the static map, obstacle boundaries are inflated (to account for the nozero robot dimensions) and the grid cells on the resulting map are numerically scored (Static
Map Layer, Obstacle Map Layer, Inflation Layer, see (ROS base_local_planner, costmap_2d). The obstacle and voxel layers automatically subscribe to sensors (point clouds or
laser scans), which continuously insert and remove obstacles from the layer. The local planner seeks then a trajectory along the least scoring grid cells (Cell scoring: No information
255, Obstacle 254, Inflated obstacle 253, Free space 0, with an exponential fall-off in between) (ROS costmap_2d, costmap_2d/hydro/inflation). Other layers can also be implemented and used in the costmap via pluginlib option.
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This standard layering and scoring leaves much to amend in the demanding domain of the
CFR inspection tours. The movement environment of the CFR is structured, there are no free
country dirt roads, various natural obstacles, only well defined (and perhaps well tended)
access roads with concrete lanes (probably with no negative obstacles). The access roads
are mainly straight, relatively narrow segments with crossings.
This good news is countered by the human traffic on the roads. Traffic can be pedestrians,
bicyclists, and even people driving carts or trolleys. The human traffic belongs to the industrial installation in a sense that people on the roads are professionals, move purposefully, observe the rules of the road, and move relatively fast, without strolling. They expect not to be
distracted in their goals, but exactly the same applies to the CFR, negotiating the common
access roads also on purpose.
Luckily meeting people on the road may be limited to a small number of traffic situations. The
CFR may move along a hallway, a linear segment of the road. No problem if the road is empty (within the cone of vision of the obstacle sensors), if there is traffic coming in the opposite
lane and/or if there is traffic ahead of the CFR but moving faster. The CFR just continues its
mission. The situation becomes more involved if the traffic ahead is slower, blocking the CFR
in progression. Such dynamic obstacle may be overtaken, observing the comfortable personal space around it, not cutting in immediately etc. (see Appendix A) The situation becomes even more complicated if there is a noticeable traffic coming in the opposite lane, e.g.
a fast bicycle (see Appendix A for a draft computation which may serve as a basis of the
suitable trajectory scoring procedure). Now a tough decision must be made: to overtake fast
without frightening anybody, or to slow down and to wait out the momentary congestion.
Another similar well structured situation is when the CFR is closing to a crossing.
To the specifics of the CFR domain belongs that the obstacle interpretation depends on the
working regime of the robot. During normal mission the dynamic human obstacles must be
maximally respected, but in emergency it is the CFR who has the priority of the road and
pushes through, helping itself with warning lights and sounds.
Due to the narrow access road passages specific static non-permanent obstacles are the
products of heavy weather: snow mounds, pools of water, layers of hail. A specific problem is
also how to effectively recognize a bicyclist coming from ahead, when the silhouette will be
the least representative, and when it is important to judge well the velocity (Cho 2010, Buisson 2013).
In the light of the increasing number of data sources with an individual semantic meaning influencing the trajectory scoring, the monolithic 3 layers costmap with binary values (free
space vs. lethal obstacle) and an integral scoring does not seem appropriate, and we should
turn to the plug-in options instead introducing more layers with much differentiated scoring.
After (Lu 2014) we propose multiple layered costmaps (fitting well into the idea of the plug-in,
Fig 12). In the layered costmap system every layer can be up-dated and scored separately,
tracking situations of a specific functionality. The layers are then fused together to give the
final accumulated scoring for the trajectory selection. (Lu 2014) lists numerous benefits of
such approach: much clearer map updating, selective and dynamic (flexible configurations)
updating, and the option for semantically meaningful ordering of the score updating. Once
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the pool of the obstacles can be better differentiated, we can make better service from various forms of collision and proximity detection algorithms (see e.g. (Pan 2012)).

Fig 12. Proposed map layering for the CFR trajectory scoring (after (Lu 2014)).

Obstacle avoiding with learning (option)
The highly structured environment makes it theoretically possible to learn the behaviour of
the local traffic around the CFR and to teach it how to response to it.
An interesting option based on the velocity multiplexer and getting around the need to explicitly define and score obstacles is to design a neural network with the velocity output and to
teach it on the human traffic data with input features like distance, direction (velocity vector),
perhaps some of the environmental ambient conditions (fog, rain, wind, …), the part of the
day, the specific location, etc. (see Fig 13) (Martínez-Gómez 2014). A more involved learning
structure, fusing the decisions of a number of more specialized (to the specific situations)
neural networks (Mixture of Experts – ME) can also be tried (Jordan 1993).
The success of the proposed solution depends on the quality of learning and this depends
primarily on the quality of the learning and test examples. Considering that the CFR domain
is too difficult to be modeled theoretically, the examples can be gained from the experience
(after the prototype of the CFR has been designed and employed), or from a carefully set up
and parameterized simulation.
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Fig 13. Architecture of the Navigation Planner with an embedded ROS Navigation Stack. The broken
line part indicates the optional obstacle avoidance learning.

 Reasoning about plans – scenarios for (re)planning
The presented architecture is responsible for the control flow of the planning (how the plans
are designed and fused together) and replanning, when sensory information comes in. In the
following some typical use cases are reviewed involving reasoning about planning, tracing
the activity of the components and the interaction between the CFR and the staff.
Plans computed by different planners must be properly integrated and executed. Integration
of the mission and the inspection plans is relatively straightforward by „cementing” the path
segments of the mission plan with the inspection plans during execution. Path segments
from the mission plan are then fetched one after the other, decoded to the true road segments and passed to the movement planning and avoidance control. After the current path
segment had been successfully negotiated the following inspection plan is fetched and
passed to the peripheral (sensor and actuator) and movement control. When moving along
the path the movement control executes the human traffic avoidance strategies.

1. Default inspection
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It is the case when the map of the facility and every functional information is available prior to
the inspection and a full set of mission/inspection plans can be prepared in advance (OpC
Command Module, or Mission Control) and other control parameters (e.g. human avoidance
strategy) chosen. The plans are then passed over to the CFR Inspection and Navigation
Planners for execution.
Fail/Replan: If the computed plan requires more battery than it is available, iterative pruning
of the inspection plans is needed. If no satisfactory plan reduction is possible, then the planner could always plan for an intermediate battery replacement/recharge, or finally some redesign of the robot power supply may be in the offing.

2. Nonpassable obstacles recognized prior to the mission
If the site operator or the CFR operator receives a notion about an obstacle being permanent
in time of routing the mission, he can re-schedule the mission to an earlier or later time span,
keeping the original plans.
Fail/Replan: If the mission re-scheduling is not possible, the obstacle must be introduced to
the access path graph (by amending the static semantic map), leading to the computation of
the new mission plan (as in 1.) to be downloaded to the CFR for execution.
Considering that the original plan was battery optimal, the new plan may be heavy on the
battery. Additional pruning of inspection tasks may be needed.
If no satisfactory plan reduction is possible, CFR must suspend and the human staff must be
sent for inspection.
After the obstacle has been managed (physically eliminated and deleted from the map), return to the original plan.

3. Nonpassable obstacles recognized during the mission (by operator)
If the site operator or the CFR operator does receive a notion about an obstacle happening in
the time of the inspection route, he must check how serious the problem is by pruning the
access graph due to the obstacle and by recomputing the mission plan from the actual inspection point (by pruning in the Functional Mission Plan the equipment already inspected). If
no change with respect to the original plan is demanded, the CFR can continue.
Note: If the obstacle is far from the actual place of the robot, it can continue the mission in
the mean time. If not, the robot should be stopped until the calculation is done.
Fail/Replan: A new computed partial plan is checked for battery life and passed to the robot
for execution. The new plan may be heavy on battery (additional by-pass roads). Additional
pruning of tasks may be needed, besides the path pruning. If no satisfactory plan reduction
can be achieved, the CFR must be suspended and the human staff sent to clear the obstacle.

4. Nonpassable obstacles recognized during the inspection (by robot)
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If on the autonomous mission the robot observes a nonpassable obstacle, it must stop and
notify the operator. The operator then continues as in case 3.

5. Emergency
If on the autonomous mission the robot observes an alarming phenomenon, it must stop and
notify the operator. The operator takes over by teleoperating, commands the robot to continue the mission, or the robot may be ordered to a remote location. It should take the fastest
(shortest) route to the destination, driving with warning lights and sounds.
The alarm route should be planned with A* search (or some of its suboptimal version, keeping in mind that in case of the alarm it is the overall plan computation time + the plan execution time, what counts) run on the true access road graph. When computing the edge costs:
- The costs of the inspections should be deleted (no inspection activity on the way),
- The maneuvering costs of the human obstacle avoidance should be decreased (robot runs
with alarm lights on, horn blaring, the human should adapt and actively avoid),
- The uniformly movement costs should be increased (higher speed, higher power demands).
The replanning can be made on board CFR for the autonomy, or on the operator system for
the subsequent plan-supported teleoperation.
Fail/Replan: In case of obstacle, the control should be passed to the operator for a fully manual teleoperation (or any other decision).

6. Inspection with a faulty CFR (fault known prior to the inspection)
Assume that some of the inspection functions of the CFR are not operational, cannot be repaired in time, yet the remaining functions (locomotion and obstacle avoidance included) can
provide meaningful inspection data. The original plan must be reviewed by the operator (at
the center, or on-board) and the non-operational actions removed:
(a) Removing blocks in the Inspection Plan Stubs related to the non-operational sensors,
(b) Removing entire equipment inspection points in the Functional Mission Plan, if due to the
faulty sensors no measurements can be done at all.
The reduced plan, case (a), can be managed by the Inspection Planner in the run-time, deleting from the processing the non-functional blocks. Case (b) leads to the replanning of the
whole mission, must be done under the supervision of the operator and then loaded to the
CFR for execution.
Fail/Replan: The reduced capabilities and plan may be insufficient for the emergency purposes (essential alarming phenomena cannot be observed). This problem (go/no go) must
be decided by the operator.

7. Inspection with a faulty CFR (fault happening during the inspection)
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Assume that some of the inspection functions of the CFR become non-operational, and the
CFR is able to detect it and to interpret it correctly (self-test, calibration, etc.). The inspection
must be paused, the operator notified. Upon the operator decision the CFR must return to
the home shelter, or must refresh its plan by deleting the non-functional actions, and continue. The plan refreshment is done by the Inspection Planner skipping the control of the faulty
equipment.
Fail/Replan: The option 6b optimizing the mission by evading equipment sites which cannot
be now inspected is too difficult to be computed during the active mission. It may also be
possible that the sole visual inspection opportunity is valuable to the operator and the original
mission route should be kept.

8. Withdrawing to the shelter
When, due to some reasons, the inspection route must be discontinued, however with no
emergency status, the CFR should take the route to the shelter destination. The route can be
the fastest (the shortest), but also different policies could be tried (e.g. a route involving less
contact with the human traffic). The return route should be planned with A* search run on the
true access road graph. Contrary to the emergency, only the costs of the inspection should
be deleted (no inspection activity upon return). The replanning can be made on board CFR
for the autonomy, or on the operator system for downloading or teleoperation.

9. „Continue from here”
It may happen that a part of the plan must be cancelled because a part of the installation becomes non-passable or non-accessible (like the obstacle detected in the earlier use cases),
but the operator is aware (upon evaluating the plan vs. the situation) that the inspection can
be continued from a location further on, with a safe return to the shelter, without the need for
replanning. The operator brings the CFR into the teleoperated regime, takes it to the picked
location and orders to advance the mission plan to that location as the starting point and continue.
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 Conclusion and further developments
 About the Planning and Reasoning Architecture on the whole
Is the proposed Planning and Reasoning Architecture sound?
Given an application domain and a problem to solve, abstract analysis of the goals yields the
formulation of the tasks. The tasks in turn lead to plans in terms of even smaller tasks, etc.,
until the level of directly applicable actions is reached, where the abstraction give way to the
direct reference to the robot kinematics and dynamics.
This wide gap between the goal/task level (symbolic planning, task planning, and involving
symbolic reasoning) and the object manipulation, negotiating rough terrain and avoiding obstacles (motion planning, involving geometrical reasoning) can be bridged in a number of
ways.
(1) Traditional approach is to treat them separately, with an explicit hierarchical decomposition of the planning problems. Different levels of abstraction usually call for different formal
representations, and those for different mechanisms of the planners. Problem formulated at a
given abstraction level is solved (by planning) at that plan becomes a back-bone to formulate
and solve the problems lower on.
The net gain is that abstract problems are structuraly simpler and cheaper to solve, but their
solutions are not applicable in practice. Tackling problem at the low level fully amplifies the
complexity and makes its solution difficult.
The gradual hierarchical decomposition helps to overcome these difficulties, because the abstract plan backbone serves as the useful control heuristic when running more detailed problem solvers. So (see e.g. the services of the Navigation Stack in ROS) the optimal global
movement route is solved with the Astar global planner using path segment steps as the action primitives, then these segments are sequenced as subgoals to the local planner, taking
into account the robot movement capabilities and its immediate surroundings, producing as
the action primitives direct commands to wheels or grippers.
The clear drawback of the hierarchical approach is that the resulting robot plan will never be
fully optimal. High level plan computes solution without taking into account how the robot really can drive and what will it find on the road. Low level computations conform in turn.
(2) An alternative to the hierarchical decomposition is to consider the level of the executable
elementary actions (commands) and to provide the solution to the abstract goals expressed
as elementary action plans. The complexity of such approach will usually be prohibitely high.
There are multiple, sometimes very ingenious indeed, approaches attempting to integrate the
task and the movement planning within a single representation and planner.
One track is to introduce geometrical reasoning checking the feasibility of the symbolic operators when they are picked to be inserted into a task level plan (Cambon 2004ab, 2009, de
Silva 2013). Such plan can be then translated into the executable primitives and executed
without problems. Another approach is to formulate the task level goals in the robot configuR5-COP_D26.12_v04.doc
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ration space (location and pose) and to solve it for the optimal path using traditional search
based planners (e.g. A*) (Arain 2015, Ulrich 2016). Yet another approach is search-based
planning using motion promitives of the robot, i.e. in a given search state/node the node expansion happens accordingly to a finite set of robot moves precomputed for each robot orientation, observing the kinematic constraints and filtered by the presence of the obstacles (Likhachev 2010, ROS sbpl, Petereit 2012). The search itself is one of the usual optimal heuristic
algorithms.
In case of the co-worker robot, not only moving around, but performing also inspections, the
problem is more involved. Inspection can be "homogeneous" in a sense that the robot must
sample (moving around) its whole 2D/3D environment, and at a number of places (inspection
points) it must perform observations of the same character (Arain 2015b, Cacace 2014, Englot 2011, 2012, Faigl 2011, Galceran 2013). Such is the perimeter or area guarding problem, pollution mapping problem, 3D structure integrity checking problem (in air, or under the
water). "Homogeneous" inspection can be treated by a flat, non-hierarchical planning.
Inspection duties addressed in the present deliverable are of different, "heterogenous" character. The optimum problem can be formulated meaningfully only at the task level. At the
lowest level of direct movement the actual situation can be so unpredictable, that the only
feasible approach is the reactive planning, governed "from the above" by the routing subgoals issued from the task level (Buisson 2013, Cho 2010, de Carvalho 2013).
The real challenge lies in between. At least a part of the local inspection duties means quite
different, non-movement kind of activities, possibly ruled by specific domain and application
dependent protocols (Arain 2015a, Barber 2015, Habib 2014, Ibarguren 2013, Liu 2012,
Maurtuaa 2014, Reggente 2009, Soldan 2012, TALON 2004, Sensabot 2012, Spiewak
2015). Such duties must be also planned and executed, but they are too local for the global
route optimization and independent from the short distance movements.
In conclusion we can volunteer the opinion that the proposed modular Planning and Reasoning Architecture reflects well the hierarchical structure of the industrial inspection problem
and that the loose coupling among the modules facilitates the introduction of different planners best fitting the particular phases of the planning problem.

 Planning the inspection measurements
Inspection activities (plan stub) at a particular given inspection point may cover diverse measurements, status and value checks, ask-and-acknowledge communication with the operator,
local maneuvering, repeated and conditional activities, derived computation, result storage,
etc. All these activities are functionally and perhaps hierarchically related (they happen in the
vicinity of a particular hardware), possibly partially ordered, and dependent on some free parameters.
Formal planning methods well suited and routinely usable to the planning of the inspection
(measurement, maintenance) activities are as yet nonexistent. The reported co-worker inspection robots are equipped with the measurement hardware and presented as able to do
measurements, however no substantial information is provided how the domain specific inR5-COP_D26.12_v04.doc
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spection protocols were translated into the sensor-level control commands (Arain 2015a,
Habib 2014, Ibarguren 2013, Maurtuaa 2014, Reggente 2009, Soldan 2012, TALON 2004,
Sensabot 2012, Spiewak 2015). They were probably teleoperated or programmed for the
measurements manually.
In the field of generative task planning, spanning the gap from the inspection goal to the executable inspection commands two attempts are worth mentioning.
A mobile robot with an 6 DOF arm and a gripper was programmed for ssisting handapped/
ageing persons in their apartment. The used representation was the PDDL (PDDL), the
planner CPT (optimal temporal POCL planner based on constraints), and the low level commands were represented as an event-based finite state automata linking high level states to
executable functions controlling the robot (Morignot 2010, 2011, SAM).
Another attempt is the ROSPlan, a task planner coupled to the ROS level commands
(Cashmore 2015), presenting the case study involving autonomous underwater vehicles
maintaining walves in a temporary constrained manner. In the ROSPlan its Planning System
builds the initial state automatically (as a PDDL 2.1 problem instance), passes it to the planner, processes and validates the plan, and dispatches the plan actions for execution as ROS
action messages. The paper presents a planning example, but does not elaborate how the
PDDL action –to-ROS message translation is realized formally, especially if the hardware,
the ROS packages, the topics and messages would change without any modification to the
goals at the task level.
Some critics also apply to the chosen task level representation of the PDDL 2.1. This version
of the PDDL language was introduced in (Fox 2003) and currently PDDL 3.1 (PDDL) is used
in planning competitions. Already in 2003 serious critica were formulated against the langauge definition. It was pointed out that a limited notion of durative actions incorporated into
the language was clumsy and the process of decomposing an action into sub-actions was
very complex. The reason was traced back to the basic property of the generative planning
that we should not be able to directly specify how an action is to be used or how actions are
connected with each other (Smith 2003, Frank 2003). An important omission was also (considered) the absence of explicit resources, to be defined independently from action pre and
post conditions (Geffner 2003). All these features may be essential to represent the inspecton actions efficiently and flexibly.

Inspection HTN
Due to the natural structuring of the inspection duties into the hierarchically, functionally and
temporalily related activities we consider as an alternative (and perhaps a better) representation and the planner some version of the Hierarchical Task Networks (HTN) and its planner
(e.g. SHOP, SHOP2, JSHOP2 (Nau 2003, Tian 2012).
HTN shows a number of advantages with respect to the non-hierarchical planning (like e.g.
PDDL). It is strictly more expressive than classical (non-hierarchical) planning and it allows
specifying problems that cannot be expressed using the classical planning formalism. Furthermore the task hierarchy in HTN planning can encode domain-specific search control (Alford 2016). HTN allows plan generation to be limited by external constraints. The decomposition information in HTN plans can also help guide plan execution. HTN planners decompose
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complex tasks into primitive tasks, building a plan tree, which terminates at leaves that correspond to primitive actions. The usual implementations, e.g. SHOP2 are forward stateexploring planner, keeping at all times a notion of the current state. (Goldman 2006)
There is quite an amount of research on translating the planning problem from HTN to PDDL
(Alford 2009) (HTN-PDDL), from PDDL to HTN (Goldman 2006), or combining the hierarchical domain knowledge in the form of Hierarchical Task Networks with domain-independent
local search techniques of LPG planner (Gerevini 2008).
The natural hierarchical structure of the HTN problem representation made it possible to experiment with the automated derivation of the HTN graphs from the UML models (Palao
2011) and from flow patterns (Sohrabiy 2012). Special version of the HTN - Hierarchical
Agent-based Task Planner (HATP) was also designed which makes the traditional HTN
planning domain representation and semantics more suitable for robotics, interleaving planning with geometric reasoning to validate online the robot actions with respect to a detailed
3D world description. HATN permits also to filter plans accordingly to the wasted time, effort
balancing, control of intricacy, and violation of specific user-defined sequences. (Lallement
2014)
How could we use the HTN representation to represent inspection duties of the CFR?
Consider for example the HTN-like view of a fragment of the inspection activities at an imaginary equipment inspection point (Fig 14, blue shapes are tasks and sub-tasks, pink shapes
are pre-conditions, and green/yellow shapes are primitive operators). The inspection (here
the measurement) means the hierarchy and sequence of conditionally dependent smaller
measurement tasks. First ambient conditions must be checked (selected ambient variables
measured) to decide whether the main measurement can be carried out at all (in strong wind
for example measuring the gas leakage may be impossible), and if yes, under what special
conditions (in cold weather sensor heating may be needed). Then the calibration of the principal sensor must be checked. If calibration is due, it must be scheduled ahead of the proper
measurements and its results must be taken into account (e.g. as correction factors to recompute the inspected quantity). (In the figure vertical arrows indicate further functional
branches until the level of the primitive actions, or recursion is reached). HTN representation
of the inspection task will be processed by some HTN planner to produce the executable
plan of primitive actions. In the figure green color indicates primitive functional actions yet
above the ROS message level, and the yellow color indicates plans in terms of direct ROS
messages.
This planning problem would be delegated to the Operator Center system and is not discussed in detail here. The preparation of the inspection HTN plans for diverse equipment belonging to the installation is the task of the knowledge engineers on the staff of the Operator
Center (or the Remote Operator Center).
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Fig 14. HTN-like view of a fragment of typical measurement-based inspection activities at an imaginary equipment inspection point.

Implementation of a concrete measurement task (here „Measure”) may depend on the implemented sensors, i.e. each kind of sensor would mean a different method for the task (not
depicted in the Figure). This additional branching must be included for all the sensor types
demanding differentiated management and coming into question in the CFR re-configuration.
Inspection Plan Stubs woud be computed from the HTN-like structure at the OpC system
with specialized planner based on installation requirements (what is to be measured at a given equipment inspection point) and based on the CFR configuration (what sensors are installed to realize the measurements, and what are the sensor properties). Stubs contain primitive operations interpretable by the Inspection Planner, serialized, or embedded in the
conditional and loop control structures.

Program control structures for the Inspection Plan Stub
Assume that the Inspection Plan Stubs can be expressed as the above HTN structures. A
normal HTN planner, like e.g. SHOP (Nau 2003) traces the HTN trees, checking the validity
of the preconditions, expanding recursively task definitions and producing a sequence of the
primitive actions.
In the present case such planner should be modified to permit in the resulting (primitive action level) plan also (1) conditional and (2) repetitive control structures. Why?
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(1) Inspection (measurement) is the context dependent activity and a part of this context is
the run-time information (e.g. AmbientOk in the Measure task). In the e.g. gas leakage inspection, sensor must be pre-heated if the ambient temperature is too low. If the particular
sensor in the CFR configuration does not require heating, this part of the inspection plan can
be skipped. This information is available off-line and can be used to tailor the inspection plan
to the CFR configuration prior to the mission. If however the heater is present in the configuration, its maintenance must be included into the inspection plan conditionally, based upon
the run-time results of the (also inserted on purpose) additional test measurement of the ambient temperature at the place and the moment of the inspection (on run-time variables see
also (Etzioni 1992).
Similar considerations can be done for the windy conditions. If the wind is strong, perhaps
the gas sensing must be done from a closer distance, or abandoned at all if the wind is too
strong. This however is also run-time information. It may also happen that the CFR should
contact the operator on the spot, delegate the decision by conveying the measured ambient
conditions, and act upon the received command. The functional dependencies of the metrological situations are full of similar problems. Consider next the similar question of the calibration.
(2) Every measurement is noisy (uncertain, imprecise) to some extent. How to handle the
uncertain measurement results is regulated formally by the metrological bodies. For us it is
important that the accuracy of the measurement results (and the quality of the decisions
based upon them) may be increased on behalf of the measurement time by simple averaging. Averaging means the repetition of the measurement plan, and the number of the averaged data depends upon the noisiness of the environmental situation and the accuracy requirements, both may be run-time dependent.
It is essential thus that the downloaded Inspection Plan (Stub) should resemble a normal
program control flow, with the conditionals and loop structures containing also run-time variables.
These problems require basic research at the border of the AI Planning, robotics, and the
measurement theory. Before any essential break-through will be done and before such planning system becomes a mass tool in robotics, it is safe to assume that that kind of plans will
be computed and adjusted manually, within the expertise ring of the immediate system designers.

Re-use of the Inspection HTN
An interesting problem is the expected similarity of the inspection plans for technically similar
equipment or equipment differing only in the parameter setting. Inspection plans for such
equipment can be reused by being tailored and parameterized. This can be done manually,
but perhaps a more serious solution may be to use the recently developed Description Logic
(DL) based HTN planner (Hartando 2008, 2009). In this approach the particular planning
problem (equipment case) is described formally in (description) logic. The reasoning with the
logical knowledge base (so called T-Box and A-Box) is used to reduce the full HTN planning
problem to the needs of the particular equipment, which is then solved by a normal HTN
planner transforming the generic HTN inspection plan to the particular inspection case. A furR5-COP_D26.12_v04.doc
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ther interesting development would be to fuse this approach with the HATN planning framework (Lallement 2014), better oriented to the needs of the robotic systems.

ROS-level actions or not?
If the inspection plans would be maintained in the HTN-like representation, one of the principal design questions would be the choice of the primitive actions (operators) – leaves
where the HTN branches end.
There are two possible choices:
(1) Generic set of inspection related primitive actions in the leaves, like e.g. ’set parameter’,
’start ADC conversion’, ’switch on/off’, ’read out value’, ’wait transient’, ’apply excitation’, etc.
drawing from the sensor ontology and the general metrology. Their advantage would be the
lasting general applicability of the HTN representation, not only to the inspection robots, but
to planning any kind of the physical experiments, but such primitive actions wouldn’t be directly applicable as the commands to the measurement hardware (Fig 14, green level).
To execute the inspection plans the primitive actions should be translated in the Inspection
Planner into low-level control commands, in our case into the ROS message sequences.
Such translation would assume in the KDB existence of a primitive action-to-ROS dictionary
which should be occasionally updated to the actual assortment and version of the used ROS
packages.
(2) The other solution is to develop the HTN representation all the way down to the ROS
message level. In this case the plan developed from the HTN representation by the HTN
planner would be immediately executable. The disadvantage of such approach is narrowing
the scope of the represented inspection plans (to the robot configurations) and every now
and then checking the consistency of the representation with the changes at the ROS package level (Fig 14, yellow level).

 Learning the mission plan?
An interested option to plan the mission and the inspection (advocated for the offshore inspection in the literature (Graf 2007)) is to lead the robot along the installation by teleoperating, issuing movement, sensing and inspection commands, storing them and processing later
into a plan which is filled then to the robot for an autonomous execution (The paper does not
dwell upon what such a storage could be, see also (Argall 2009) for an interesting review, yet
without a clear solution for the CFR problem).
As far as such plan would be easy to record, it would be exceptionally „brittle” in a sense that
it would be very difficult to modify (re-planning, re-configuration) to the changing conditions in
the sensory apparatus (e.g. a new technology of sensors), in the mission (e.g. different route,
permanently obstacle passages due to the prolonged maintenance), or in the environment
(e.g. plan recorded in good weather and to be executed in bad weather).
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Any such re-use of the plan would call for a serious plan pre-processing, annotating the plan
steps with goal comments, indicating dependencies, and abstracting plan sections into higher level commands. All this would require a knowledge intensive workstation and an expertise on behalf of the operator. Frankly speaking the AI literature is poor in bottom-up synthesis and planning methods. For the hierarchical planning the other way round is cultivated.
The normal approach to learning through repetition of examples is out of question in the CFR
domain. Yet another problem is the learning of conditional plan branches for rare, but mission critical events (related to the alarms, misfunctioning, or extreme weather conditions)
(Sermanet 2008).
In addition in the onshore installations the lay-out is more clear-cut, can be better modeled
and the plans can be computed based on the path graphs and the functional requirements.
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 Appendix A
As a feasibility study for the multi-layered local costmap proposed in the Section 4.2.4 as a
component of the extended Navigation Planner we analyze the hallway traffic situation when
the CFR catches up with a slow pedestrian, has intention to overtake, but a bicyclist is drawing near from ahead, see Fig 15.
We assume that the sensory apparatus and the Sensor Fusion Module of the CFR can compute the respective xP , xC , vP , vC , vP  vR positions and velocities of the pedestrian (dynamic obstacle in front) and the cyclist (potential dynamic obstacle from ahead). The vR velocity
of the CFR is also known and its position is assumed to be 0. We also know d P , dC the personal spaces of the pedestrian and the cyclist (the last one is larger due to the speedy
movement). Let D denote the width of the road and d R the space demand of the robot (its
personal space).
When we start this analysis, we assume that: vP  vR ,

xP  d P  xR

(A.1)

If the cyclist is far enough, the CFR will switch to the left lane; overtake the pedestrian using
the speed difference, and cut in ahead of the pedestrian, still observing a satisfactory free
margin to the cyclist. Let the time-point of cutting-in be t  and the positions by then of all the
participants be: xR , xP , xC . Then the situation can be described as follows:

xP  xP  t vP  d P
xC  xC  t vC  dC
xC  xP  d R

(A.2)

Let t1 , t2 , t3 , t   t1  t2  t3 be the times of switching to the left lane; overtaking the
pedestrian, and cutting back in, then:

t1 vR  t3 vR 2 D 2

(A.3)

t2 vR  xP  D 2
Let D 

2 2 1
D xP
 .
D , with it: t  
vR vR
2

(A.4)

After substitution the condition (A.2) yields the following “overtaking test” computed from a
priori known and observable data:

( xC   xP )  D

(vC   vP )
 (dC  d R   d P )  0
vR

v v
 C R
v R  vP

(A.5)

It is interesting to note that the condition is the more difficult to fulfill, the higher the value of
 .  will be high, if the robot and the cyclist rush against each other, or when the robot is
only sparingly faster than the pedestrian, making the overtaking lengthy.
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Fig 15. Potential traffic congestion when overtaking slow pedestrians. Darker areas mean personal
spaces.

Consider a concrete numerical example.
m
m
m
, vR  1 sec
, vP  0.25 sec
, dC  1,5 m, d P  1m, d R  0,5 m, D  3 m .
Let xP  3 sec

In this case   43 (1  vC ) , and the condition (A.5) simplifies to: xC  8vC  12  0 .
If the cyclist is stationary, the robot can use mere 12 m distance to overtake, but if the cyclist
is pressing, 30 m distance will be safe.
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